
THE WOMEN OF HOMERS ODYSSEY

Free Essay: The Powerful Women of Homer's Odyssey Homer's "Odyssey" depicts women as strong subjects-they are
real substantive characters. Women in this.

The one spoken of is not a bard or man refined in the art of song, but rather a warrior scarred and hardened
through intense conflict. Whereas Odysseus has many choices, many identities, many places to go and people
to be and to see, Penelope has only one choice, and it is defined exclusively by her marital status: she can wait
for Odysseus, or marry someone elseâ€”and even this very limited choice is not open forever, since the
abusive suitors can eventually force her hand. This book, much more so than its counter part The Iliad, gives
an eclectic view of the Achean's peacetime civilization. Is the nature of woman as depicted in the Odyssey in
any way revealing. Impulsive actions prove to be very harmful to Odysseus. Although Homer makes it a
constant theme to inspire his heroes through pep talks with the gods to rekindle the hero 's spirit, actually
Athena 's physical deflection of the long spears saves the day Penelope spends twenty years in tearful
isolation, waiting for her man to come home from warâ€”and also, as it happens, from the cave and bed of two
beautiful goddessesâ€”while caring for her son and warding off the advances of her abusive suitors. Athena
and Calypso are the most significant goddesses presented in The Odyssey. Is the nature of woman as depicted
in the Odyssey in any way revealing. Apart from contributing to the development of education and teaching
practice, these works of poetry helps in understanding medieval societies and the modern society in light of
the changes that have taken place Before comparing the women of the Odyssey to those of Athens, it is
beneficial to take a look into the lives. His decisions when he is escaping the cave of the Cyclops lead to
almost all his troubles through his journey. Women have their unique history and when looking back and
learning of the histories behind people, including the background on women, the first place historians look are
written works. Even before Odysseus speaks to his dead friend, he reveals the same attitude in the encounters
that he has with women along his journey home. The lower level is the common mortal woman, separated into
women of sovereignty like Penelope and the everyday women like the housemaids. It was more of a fight
about equal opportunities. In the past few centuries, poetry has become an important element in the
development of English literature and various theories on the art of education. Moreover, the sentimentalized
reading of Penelope erases some facts about her social position that the original poem makes very clear.
Unless every woman produced about eight children to ensure that two or three survived, the state would
collapse: so essential was the unseen biological imperative of giving birth. Notably, these poetry and theories
are developed by various philosophers who have contributed in the growth of the field of education and the
teaching practice. You have to love her for all these things, and I do. From this point of view, a perspective is
developed into the "best" and "worst" in women. I have chosen hospitality Xenia and shame Aidos as the
subject of interest, and will focus on these as a main source of the topic. Darwin would have approved. At the
same time, she manages to fool the suitors with her sneaky trick of weaving by day and unpicking her work at
night, telling them that she can never marry until her project is finished. Women in this poem are tough,
strong-willed and are treated with the respect and seriousness they deserve. The silencing of female voices,
and the dangers of female agency, are central problems in the poem. Restrictions were placed on the social and
domestic actions of many aristocratic women in ancient Athens. He believes that, after twenty years away
from home, he can return to being exactly the man he used to be, while she knows that, no matter how strong
or smart or faithful she is, she can never be the same. This man is a manipulator of words, a subtle combatant
She is the reference point of the simile, not Odysseus. The role of the goddess is one of a supernatural being,
but more importantly one in a position to pity and help mortals. Even in the modern era, women have just
begun to receive their rights, many of which their male counterparts received long before. Throughout his
journey, however, it is Circe who has a heavy influence on Odysseus because she is a major distraction and
thus an obstacle for the renowned hero. The Odyssey traces deep male fears about female power, and it shows
the terrible damage done to women, and perhaps also to men, by the androcentric social structures that keep us
silent and constrained. A hero is a person who is admired or idealized for courage, achievements, and noble
qualities. Although it may be argued that Homer poses some rather feminist views, it is evident by several
elements that The Odyssey is a misogynistic text. The literature of a of masculine society, of which Homer's
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Odyssey is an excellent example, aptly illustrates these social conventions. The most notable women or type
of women in this epic include goddesses, Penelope, and the housemaids and servants. The Iliad opens with
Apollo sending a plague against the Greek army. In one of the most upsetting and beautiful passages of the
poem, Penelope cries so desperately that her very being seems to dissolve. When Agamemnon explains why
he wants her, it is not because she is a brainless slapper who is fantastic in bed. But it is not as simple as that.


